
1 x loco Ge4/4 8001 - 8004 in ivory-dark blue

1 x As 121ff. Panoramacoach in ivory-dark blue
1 x Bs 261ff. Panoramacoach in ivory-dark blue

On the fair of Stuttgart, at the 10th N-Convention, we have presented two
new trainsets. All those fans who had no time to visit us there, will find all
information in this first newsletter.
The Chemin de fer Montreux-Oberland bernois runs an extensive network
on metre-gauge which connects the cantons of Bern and Waad. Between 
Zweisimmen and Montreux diversified trainservice is offered with several
diffent panorama-, regio- and special-trains. The line connecting Lenk is
used for regional passenger-trains only.

MOB-company owns four locos, which are very close to those of the Raetian
railway. Differences are to be seen on the roof, because of the different 
current-systems of both networks. This company in the western part of 
Switzerland used DC for powering their rolling stock. The former painting
was ivory and dark blue. 
As new item for 2016 we have decided to offer this very attractive design as
a model too. We have made the necessary changes on the roof top, the 
pantographs have changed their direction and are glued into the correct
position.
We will offer three different versions, and in case of enough demand several
roadnumbers.
Based on the Kato-item from the Glacier Express-box we offer the loco for 
track N (9mm) and regauged for Nm (6,5mm). Besides the changing on the
roof, this items gets the freestanding handrails on the front, which are moul-
ded in plastic on the original body only. For the friends of finescale, we will
offer the same loco based on our nickel-silver body, with two Faulhaber-
motors and two flywheels. This item is available in Nm only. 

The new front appears much more realistic with the
freestanding handrails. Having a close look to the 
roof-top, you can see the changes there also.
If there is enough demand, we will offer all four 
different roadnumbers which ever ran on the tracks
of MOB.

In addition to the loco, we have created some panorama-coaches which
are similar to those famous of the Panoramic Express. Please regard that
these items are fantasy-products. The coaches differ from the prototype 
and have no pendant on the MOB-tracks. Therefor the numbers of the
coaches do not exist in the wagon-schedule of the company.
These models will be offered in case of enough demand only, for track 
N (9mm) and for Nm (6,5mm).
Every type of wagon will have several roadnumbers for a longer train.
Those who like to build this item by himself can choose our decalset to
change the shell of the Glacier Express coach into a Panoramic Express 
one.
We do not attend to rebuild the brass-versions of Lemaco from 1989!

Prices will be announced on the International Toy Fair in Nuremberg 2016.
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Our company was established on the 16th of May 1997.
In November 1999 we offered the very first item, a sliding-
door wagon type Haik-v. In the meantime we offer a wide
range of different items and rolling stock because of your
demand.
We say “Thank you very much for your confidence into
our company”.
The 20th anniversary is to be celebrated in 2017. That’s the
reason, why we decided to offer a very special trainset for
this jubilee: a fasttrain loco Ge4/4’’’ and convenient pano-
rama-coaches, painted in the corporate design of our
company.

1 x loco Ge4/4 659 in white with AB-Modell-design

The jubilee-loco will be painted in snow-white and shows
our logo on both sides of the body. The smaller logo is to
be found at the front and under the cab-window. If the 
piont-lantern will be continued on the roof is not yet deci-
ded.
We offer three versions:
based on the Kato-loco, this item will run on 9 or 6,5mm
track, freestanding handrails and weathered roof. Based
on the finescale-loco in nickel-silver as narrow-gauge 
version only, with the well-known advantages of the 
Faulhaber-motors and two flywheels.

1 x Panoramacach 1st class in white with AB-Modell-design
1 x Panoramacoach 2nd class in white with AB-Modell-design
Additional trainset with two coaches as mentioned above, plus
1 x Panoramabarcoach in colourful AB-Modell-design

As the loco is, the coaches get a snow-whith painting too with red air-
conditions on the roof. The track-element in the red beam and the small
logo is decorated at the side of the body. An exception is the bar-coach, 
which receives the high-altitude mountain-view, which is part of our logo.
All coaches have interiors which are coloured by hand. We will add some
travellers from Preiser to give an extra touch of life to these items.
The models are based on the Kato Glacier Express-coaches an will be 
offered for N- and Nm-tracks.
This special series will be sold on 05-16-2017 only and has to be ordered
until 09-30-2016. We will offer the demanded quantity only. Trainset in-
cludes certificate of origin and continous numbering of all items.
Please regard: there is no prototype of this train on the track.
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Prices will be announced as soon as they are known.

Even our jubilee-loco will get the freestanding handrails, independant
if finescale- or Kato-version.

The panorama-bar (below) has a total different design compared with the
first and second class panorama-coaches.


